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Police

- Do NOT handle an accident without an officer present to complete a report
- Be polite in dealing with officers but do not say anything to incriminate 
yourself
- Ask for their names and badge number
- Be sure you understand how to get a copy of the report they le on the 
accident

Witnesses

- Check to see if anyone saw the accident occur
- Get a statement from them immediately if possible (as more time passes 
their memory may not be as clear)
- Exchange contact info with any witnesses if unable to speak with them 
on-site

Other Driver (+passengers)

- Do NOT let the other driver leave the scene

- Check to see if they are injured, call an ambulance if necessary

- Collect as much of other driver’s information as possible

(i.e. DL #, insurance info, license plate numbers, contact info, etc.)

- Collect any information you can from the other passengers as well

Crash Scene

- Do NOT move vehicles until police arrive and make their report

- Take pictures of everything related to the crash scene (i.e car 

damage, skid marks, road conditions, etc.)

- Gather any detached car parts for future insurance claims

You (+passengers)

- Do NOT leave the scene

- Check to see if anyone is injured

- Call the police and an ambulance if necessary

- Inform your insurance company you have been in an accident

Injured in an auto accident? The Brownsville personal injury attorneys 
at the Law Office of Ignacio G. Martinez are here for you.

Call us today at (956) 542-2264 to schedule an appointment today.
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What You Need To Do After Your Car Crash
After a car crash, the last thing anyone wants to do is start worrying about the process of sorting through

the fallout. But right after an accident and the preceding days are the most important time for getting 

help and collecting the evidence you need to properly le a claim and lawsuit if necessary.

The following is a guideline that the Martinez Law Firm advises everyone to follow:


